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Norman Day railed in today's paper against proposed alterations 
to the Harold Holt Memorial Swimming Pool by Peddle Thorp 
architects, accusing it of gimmickry and arrogance. "The very 
qualities that make the Harold Holt pool a significant building are 
to be subsumed into a comfortable and relaxed architecture of 
mediocrity."

The Mayor of Stonnington said in July that, “the redevelopment 
plans take into account the historical significance of the site, the 
style of the existing buildings and the local area. We particularly 
want to retain the unique character, friendly environment and its 
reputation as the pool in the park."
(Source: 
http://www.butterpaper.com/vanilla/comments.php?DiscussionID=803, 5 
Dec 2006)

http://www.butterpaper.com/vanilla/comments.php?DiscussionID=803


























Packer's $18m digs set for demolition

Golden arches ... the Guilford Bell-designed Vaucluse mansion. 
Jonathan Chancellor Property Editor

June 20, 2009

The billionaire James Packer and his wife, Erica, are understood to have spent 
$18 million on their first family property. But neighbours do not expect them to be 
moving in until they demolish and rebuild the hillside Vaucluse holding.
Brisbane Courier Mail, 20 June 2009
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Book:
Hannah Lewi, David Nichols (eds), community: building everyday modernism for 
Australia, UNSW Press, Sydney, 2010.
Contributing authors: Hannah Lewi, David Nichols, Kate Darian-Smith, 

Julie Willis and Philip Goad
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• Some kind of understanding….

















Burgmann College
Australian National University, ACT, 1965-71

Dirk Bolt (1930- )

Christ College Long Beach Bathing Pavilion
University of Tasmania, Sandy Bay, 1961-2 Sandy Bay, Tasmania, 1964







Source: State Library of Queensland

















Source: Progress Leader, 2 June 2009
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